Plasma galanin response to head-up tilt in normal subjects and patients with recurrent vasovagal syncope.
Neurohumoral factors may contribute to cardiovascular changes associated with vasovagal syncope (VVS). Galanin (GAL) is a neuropeptide, widely distributed in the central and peripheral nervous systems, that interacts with both sympathetic and vagal systems as well as with neurotransmitters, such as serotonin. We investigated the changes in plasma GAL and catecholamine levels during head-up tilt (HUT) test in patients with recurrent VVS. Twenty-two patients (11 women, aged 33.1 +/- 4.2 years) with a history of VVS and 10 healthy subjects (5 women, aged 38.0 +/- 5.8 years) underwent HUT test (60 degrees, 45 minutes). GAL and catecholamine plasma levels were measured in the supine position, during HUT and, in patients with positive response, at presyncope, syncope, and after recovery of consciousness. Thirteen patients developed syncope during HUT, whereas no healthy subjects had a positive response. In healthy subjects, GAL did not change during HUT. By contrast, in patients with a history of VVS and a negative response to tilting (no syncope), GAL significantly (P <.001) increased in response to tilting (supine, 10.2 +/- 0.6 pmol/L; tilting, 18.1 +/- 1.1 pmol/L at 45 minutes) and correlated positively with the increases in blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR). In patients with a positive response, GAL did not change either before the loss of consciousness or during syncope. In patients with a positive response, norepinephrine (NE) significantly (P <.001) increased during tilting and then remained practically unchanged during syncope, whereas epinephrine (E) significantly (P <.001) increased during tilting and then showed further significant increases at presyncope and syncope. In conclusion, this study shows that circulating GAL levels progressively increase in correlation with the cardiovascular parameters during a negative HUT in patients with a history of VVS, whereas they remain unchanged in healthy subjects. Moreover, in the patients with tilting-induced syncope GAL does not change either before or during loss of consciousness. These data suggest a role for endogenous GAL in the adaptive responses to acute orthostatic stress preventing syncope in susceptible individuals.